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ABSTRACT

Secondary school education greatly expanded in the United States from 1910

to 1940, setting its schooling attainment apart from that of all other countries.  Barely

10 percent of youth were high school graduates in 1910, but by the mid-1930s the

median youth had a high school diploma.  Enrollment and graduation rates, in some

regions, rose by the 1930s to levels that were as high as they would be two decades

later.  The issue addressed here concerns the economic impact of the large increase

in the supply of educated labor.  Evidence is presented concerning the sharp decline

in the wage premium to ordinary white-collar workers.  With the expansion of the

high school, large groups of Americans competed for positions in the coveted white-

collar sector.  Although the return to a year of high school remained considerable on

the eve of World War II, egalitarianism had evened the playing field for a substantial

segment of Americans.
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It is often claimed that the United States underwent three transformations in its educational

history, one for each schooling level.  That in primary school was a mid-nineteenth century

occurrence, that in high school an early-twentieth century happening, and that in college education

a mid- to late-twentieth century development.  There may have been three transformations, but only

that involving secondary schools truly deserves the appellation Agreat.@  Once underway it was

completed in a relatively short period, it involved the most spectacular increase in enrollments and

graduation rates, it paved the way for the third transformation, and it set America far ahead of all

nations in its educational attainment.  And like the other two transformations, yet more so, it reflected

and reinforced a basic precept in America C  egalitarianism.1

No other country in the world achieved secondary-school enrollment and graduation rates

equal to those in the United States during the 1910 to 1940 period.  Youths in most European

countries would have to wait decades more for their high school movements to begin.  In 1962, for

example, only 15 percent of all British 17-year olds were in school.  The U.S. high school graduation

rate in that year was almost 70 percent (see, e.g., Goldin and Katz 1997a; Ringer 1979).

                                           
     1 According to the American Heritage Dictionary, egalitarianism means Aaffirming, promoting, or
characterized by belief in equal political, economic, social, and civil rights for all people.@  I mean a commitment
to equality of opportunity, not necessarily to the equality of results.

The modern high school was literally invented in the United States and it was a very American

institution.  Elsewhere, secondary school meant college preparatory training, except in Germany

where its vocational equivalent often meant industrial preparation.  Only in America, during the first

half of this century, was the academic high school intended for the majority of youth as Aschooling
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for life@ rather than for college entry.  Thus, only in America could secondary schooling have greatly

affected the earnings of ordinary white-collar workers in the interwar period.  This paper concerns

the rise of the American secondary school and its effects on the returns to education and ability from

1910 to 1940.

1. The Questions

The seed for this paper was planted when I was a graduate student at the University of

Chicago taking labor and applied economics.  We were taught that the private rate of return to high

school was substantial in 1939.  But if the return in 1939 was large, what was it earlier in the century,

prior to the increase in high school graduation rates?  We could only speculate on the question

because the first U.S. census to inquire about educational attainment was taken in 1940.  I can now

offer a more precise answer to the professor who asked that question C  Gary Becker.2  The return

was even higher before the great transformation in American education and was substantially reduced

as high schools expanded.

The question concerning the returns to education exists largely because of insufficient data.

 The 1940 census was not only the first at the national level to request information on highest grade

completed, it was also the first to inquire of labor income (although not of the self-employed).  For

the period before 1940, researchers, to date, have uncovered and used only a handful of small and

proprietary data sets, and each is somewhat idiosyncratic.3

                                           
     2 See also the discussion in chapter VII of Becker (1993).  AAlthough the relative number of both high-school
and college graduates increased substantially before 1939, the former probably increased more rapidly.  Supply
changes alone, therefore, would produce a greater decline in the rate of return to high-school than to college
graduates ... Quantitative information before 1939 is extremely scanty and unreliable@ (p. 223).

     3 See, for example, Gorseline (1932), Griliches and Chamberlain (1975) on Gorseline, and Ellis (1917).  The
1915 Iowa State Census in another data set that contains education and earnings data for a large sample of
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Not only has the pre-1940 period been a statistical dark age with regard to the returns to

education but recent findings suggest that schooling data from the 1940 population census may have

serious deficiencies.  I have recently demonstrated that the 1940 census greatly overstates the

proportion of Americans who were high school graduates (Goldin 1998, figure 6).4  The estimated

return to high school and college education is likely to be biased because of the overstated

educational attainment.  But the direction of the bias is not known.  The return would be biased

upward if the successful more often overstated their high school graduation.  It would be biased

downward if the overstatement in years of schooling arose from in-grade retardation or attendance

in common schools for more than eight years.5

The assignment, then, is to find the returns to education, particularly at the secondary level,

in the pre-1940 period.  Also of importance is the quantity of education and whether there is a

connection between the rate of return and the educational flow.  If the return to education was even

higher before 1940, did the premium spark the increase in high schools and serve to produce more

educated youths?  If there was a spectacular increase in secondary schooling, did it cause  a decrease

                                                                                                                                            
individuals; see Goldin and Katz (1998) for preliminary estimates of the returns to education in 1914. 

     4 For native-born males born in 1910, for example, about 31 percent claimed to have completed twelve years
of schooling.  The percentage who could have actually graduated, calculated by adding up all individuals
graduating from public and private high schools and leaving the preparatory departments of colleges and
universities, is only about 23 percent.  The overstatement is larger, proportionally, for cohorts born before 1910
and smaller for those born after.  For those born in 1900 the numbers are 22 percent versus 12 percent.  The
reasons for the divergence are many.  Most important is that respondents in 1940 probably answered the question
Ayears of education@ rather than that asked, Ahighest grade completed.@  Because I find that differences for grade
ten are not large, I suspect that individuals, in their older years, inflated their educational attainment as schooling
norms changed for younger cohorts.

     5 In many communities, just prior to the decision to build a high school, the common or elementary schools
came under pressure from parents, as well as from students, to teach upper-level subjects.  It was often this type
of pressure that brought about the expansion of the high school system in America, and it worked similarly in
Britain (see Ringer 1979). See Goldin and Katz (1998) for evidence that the return to a year of common school
education beyond nine years was about zero.  Thus, the inclusion of these years in the total would bias downward
the return to each year beyond about nine.
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in the premium to educated individuals?  And if the premium fell, was there a switch of demand from

low-educated, often foreign-born, labor to better-educated, mainly native-born, labor in certain blue-

collar manufacturing jobs?  I will answer all three questions in the affirmative.

Information from the federal population censuses for older cohorts shows that there was a

substantial increase in the highest grade completed for those born between about 1895 and 1925, thus

attending secondary school from around 1910 to 1940.  But as just noted, the 1940 census overstates

the educational attainment of older cohorts, and thus the increase in education must have been even

greater than that implied by the 1940 census.  Further, the figures generally presented on educational

attainment are those at the national level and may not be representative of the separate regions of the

country.  In fact, they are not.  The increase in secondary schooling in many regions was far quicker

and considerably more complete even by 1930, than the national data indicate.

I move, therefore, to a presentation of contemporaneous data on secondary school

enrollments and graduation by region.  I will show that the Agreat transformation@ in education

occurred swiftly within each region.  Some regions, for example, New England, the West North

Central, and the Pacific, led the nation, and although others lagged, the high school movement spread

rapidly in each, once it was firmly rooted.

2. The Great Transformation in Education

High schools existed in most large American cities even by the middle of the nineteenth

century.  Boston had Boston Latin, Cambridge had Cambridge Latin, and Philadelphia had Central

High, schools that exist to this day.  But most nineteenth-century American youths, if they did not

live in a large town or city, did not have a secondary school remotely near their domicile.  When the

University of Nebraska, for example, was established in 1869 through the vision of Senator Morrill
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there was but one secondary school in the state.  The central character in Willa Cather=s My Antonia,

to borrow another example from Nebraska, moved from farm to city just to attend high school in

1895.  Nor would most American youth have been interested in attending secondary school in the

nineteenth century, for even public high schools were primarily preparatory institutions for college

(as can be readily seen from the word Latin in many of their names).  The return, therefore, was not

just to the three or four years of high school.  It accrued primarily to those who went the full eight

additional years through college.

Secondary schools expanded in large measure because their curriculum was transformed

around the turn of this century into a potentially terminal program.  American high schools adapted

to the needs of the modern work place of the early twentieth century.  Firms in the early 1900s began

to demand workers who knew, in addition to the requisite English, skills that made them more

effective managers, sales personnel, and clerical workers.  Accounting, typing, shorthand, algebra,

and specialized commercial courses were highly valued in the white-collar sector.  Starting in the late

1910s some of the high-technology industries of the day, such as chemicals, wanted blue-collar craft

workers who had taken plane geometry, algebra, chemistry, mechanical drawing, and electrical shop.

 The ordinary work place did not place much value on the additional training in Latin, rhetoric, and

ancient history that were the mainstays of the classical curriculum of the older-style high school and

academy.6

At the start of the high school movement, secondary schools were distinctively American

                                           
     6 I do not mean to imply that these courses did not develop the logical capacity of the mind and that they were
useless for the world of business and work.  But one does not find business leaders and managers asking for more
students with such preparation.  They did, however, ask for more students who knew about chemistry, electricity,
formulas, mechanical drawing, accounting, and so on.  Note that the fact that some of the high-tech industries of
the late 1910s were hiring high school graduates does not mean that manufacturing in general was, at that time.
 Most high school graduates in the 1910s and 1920s became white-collar workers.
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institutions: egalitarian, open, and, generally, publicly financed and provided.  No where else in the

world did such an institution exist, although ours was later copied by almost all nations.  It was

egalitarian because it took all youths who completed the requisite grade or year in the elementary or

common schools. It was open because attendance at it did not foreclose other options.  State

universities, at the time, were generally bound to accept any graduate of a high school that met the

state requirements for graduation.  And it was publicly funded and provided by the student=s home

district (or tuition was paid to a neighboring district).  Many of the nation=s more rural states

eventually passed Afree tuition@ laws prior to 1920 that compelled all districts to provide funds for the

secondary schooling of relevant youths even if the district did not have a secondary school.  Iowa,

for example, passed such a law in 1913, and Nebraska in 1907.  In some states, counties were granted

authority to pass similar laws, as, for example, was done in Oregon in 1911 and California in 1915.7

 Without these laws parents paid tuition to a neighboring district that had a high school, if theirs did

not.

The high school movement began to assume form in the 1890s, though I will characterize it

as taking place from 1910 to 1940 because that is when enrollment and graduation figures rapidly

increase.  The state-level data on which I am basing this study begin in 1910, but related evidence

suggests a quickening in the relevant rates around 1910.8  The movement progressed differently in

cities, towns, and rural areas and spread in certain regions and states far earlier than in others.  I will

                                           
     7 The Afree tuition@ laws have not received attention, yet may have been more influential in increasing the
number of high school students in a state or county than were compulsory education laws at the same time.  Most
compulsory education laws of the period did not constrain youths to remain in high school and certainly not to
have graduated from high school.  The vast majority exempted youths from the maximum age of compulsory
schooling who had work permits and some requisite education, such as eighth grade.

     8 See U.S. Department of Education (1993, fig. 11, p. 31) for data on secondary school enrollment and
graduation rates for the entire United States since 1870.
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leave for other papers the reasons for the expansion and its particular geographic diffusion (Goldin

and Katz 1997a; also Goldin 1998) and concentrate here on the facts regarding the increase and its

relationship to the return to high school training.  I should mention, however, that the automobile and

its counterpart, the school bus, were of importance in the diffusion of the high school in rural

America, and that one-half of America=s population was rural as late as 1920.  It is difficult to imagine

the high school movement sweeping across rural America in the absence of the internal combustion

engine.

Although the phrase Athe high school movement@ may seem to imply the existence of a

coordinated set of changes, one should keep in mind that there were perhaps 130,000 school districts

in the United States in 1925 and that states and the federal government together provided barely 16

percent of all K-12 funds in 1925.9  Elementary and secondary education were very local affairs. 

Educational bureaucrats, to be sure, employed tactics, including professional propagandists, to

convince localities to increase their budgets.  But the impetus to expand education to the secondary

level was primarily a grass-roots movement led by parents, employers, and even young people

themselves.

The statistics on secondary school enrollments and graduates that I will present come from

an extensive set of sources, mainly the U.S. Commissioner of Education or U.S. Department of the

Interior Biennial Reports, but also state reports and those of Catholic schools (see Goldin 1998,

1994).  These data are contemporaneous and do not suffer from the same problems as the 1940

federal population census.  Rather than being derived from the recollections of older Americans, they

                                           
     9 There were 127,531 school districts in 1931/32, the first year these numbers were compiled by the Office
of Education  (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1975, series H 412).  These school districts, however, were not all
independent fiscal districts.  Whereas in some states they were truly independent, in others the townships or
counties were the actual fiscal units and the school districts were merely Aattendance districts.@  The 16 percent
figure for state finance  is from U.S. Department of the Interior (1928).
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are from school surveys directly or as reported to the states.  Because, with few exceptions such as

Utah and the South, states in the pre-1940 period provided only scant funding to localities for

education, there was no apparent incentive for schools to have overstated enrollments or numbers

of graduates.  These data do not appear to have missed large numbers of individuals who completed

high school in the evening, summer, or later in life through means other than standard day high

schools, and the G.E.D. examination did not exist before World War II.

The data on enrollment and graduation are expressed as rates using, as the denominator, the

population of 14 to 17-year olds for enrollment and 17-year olds for graduation.  In the schooling

numbers, I have included all students in the ninth to twelfth grade range whether they were in public

schools, private schools (religious and non-denominational), or the preparatory departments of

colleges and universities.10  I have not included youths in rural common schools who may have

attended the equivalent of ninth, tenth, or even higher grades.  Not only would this have been

impossible to do for even one state, but the states were dubious of the value of these extended

common school programs.  And they appear justified in this judgment, for the pecuniary returns to

such additional years were close to zero (Goldin and Katz 1998).  Such individuals, if they achieved

secondary school learning, would probably have transferred to a village school for further training,

and if they graduated, they would be captured in the state secondary school reports.

I present both enrollment and graduation rates.  Graduation rates are somewhat Acleaner@ in

the sense that most states accredited high schools and set standards for graduation, whereas

                                           
     10 All previous educational statistics have, I believe, inadvertently omitted students in the preparatory
departments of universities and colleges even though they constitute about one-third of all private secondary-
school enrollments before the 1920s.  Ninth graders in junior highs are also included as are students in secondary
schools of varying numbers of years, such as two or three-year high schools.
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enrollment rates could have been overstated for various reasons.11  Enrollments, prior to the use of

the Aopening fall enrollment@ construct in the late 1950s, were essentially the integral of student

registrations over the school year and were probably slightly inflated.

The high school data for the 1910 to 1960 period are graphed by region in Figures 1, 2, and

3.12  Figure 1 presents enrollment rates for four of the non-southern census divisions (New England,

Middle Atlantic, East North Central, and Pacific) and Figure 2 contains graduation rates for the same

regions.  Graduation data for two census divisions in the South (South Atlantic and East South

Central) are given in Figure 3 together with similar statistics for the East North Central region and

for whites in the South Atlantic, by way of comparison.13

When the data begin in 1910, the enrollment rate (as a fraction of 14 to 17-year olds) was

between 20 percent and 30 percent in the four non-southern divisions, with the Middle Atlantic at the

low end and the New England and Pacific states at the upper end.  At the same time, graduation rates

(as a fraction of 17-year olds) were under 10 percent in the Middle Atlantic and about 15 percent in

New England.  After 1910 both series climb steadily.  The initial increase was rapid in the Pacific

states, and, although slower for the other three regions, it climbed steadily.  Most importantly there

                                           
     11 The graduation data, like those from today=s secondary schools, indicate the number of youths who qualified
for a high school diploma.  This often meant passing a state-wide examination or fulfilling certain course and/or
credit requirements set by the state accreditation board.  Because high school graduation generally guaranteed
entry to the state university, states had an interest in guarding which schools could grant diplomas and which
students earned them.  I do not, at the current time, have information on the quality of secondary school training
across the 1910 to 1940 period.

     12 The figures begin in 1910 because the data are less reliable before.  Evidence for the aggregate United States
suggests a rather slight upward climb from the 1880s to 1910 (U.S. Department of Education 1993).

     13 The enrollment and graduation data by region, race, and sex are, to the best of my knowledge, the first of
their kind produced for the United States.  Although not presented here, high school graduation and enrollment
rates were higher for females than for males in virtually every state and every year from 1910 to 1930.  I have
omitted the West North Central and Mountain regions from Figures 1 and 2 and the West South Central from
Figure 3 for reasons of clarity.  Enrollment and graduation rates for the two omitted western census divisions
follow similar paths to those of the Pacific states, although the increase is a bit less.
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was a marked acceleration just after 1930, so that by 1933 enrollment rates in all regions exceeded

70 percent and were more than 80 percent in the Pacific.  The large decrease in both enrollment and

graduation rates during World War II, especially in New England and the Pacific states, exists for

both females and males.  It is due to the exit of youths into civilian jobs, some in the defense

industries of those regions, rather than to military service.

By the 1930s enrollment and graduation rates outside the South were extremely high and did

not again increase for another twenty years.  With the advantage of hindsight, one can clearly see the

1910 to 1940 period as the sharply rising portion of a logistic function, albeit one that later increased.

A somewhat different story characterizes secondary-school advance in the South.  Graduation

rates (also enrollment which is not depicted in Figure 3) increase here as well, but the levels are

considerably lower and would be so even if the white population were considered in isolation.  The

Great Depression does not have the same effect on the rates in the South as elsewhere.  And unlike

the other regions, enrollment and graduation rates in the South continue to climb long after 1940.

How the modern high school diffused spatially across America tells us much about the forces

that both propelled and impeded youths to attend high school.  At the start of the movement,

enrollment rates were highest in parts of New England.  They were 35 percent in Maine, New

Hampshire, and Vermont, the states that led the nation in 1910.  But the leading New England region

soon yielded to the rich, young, and more distributionally-equal Pacific states which eclipsed all others

in short time.  By 1916, 45 percent of youths were enrolled in high schools in California, Oregon, and

Washington.  The movement quickly spread to another group of states (see Figure 4).  In 1916 about

35 percent to 45 percent of the youths in Nevada, Idaho, Utah, Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa,

Illinois, and Indiana (listed from West to East) were enrolled in high school.  The enrollment rates

in New Jersey and Rhode Island, for example, were just 28 percent, that in Pennsylvania was 23
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percent, and even Wisconsin=s was just 27 percent.  One does not have to look to the South to find

schooling rates far lower than those in the leading states.

At the very outset of the high school movement an Aeducational belt@ formed across the

northern portion of the United States (see Figures 4 and 5).  It began in New England, jumped to the

West Coast, and then spread back East through the rich heartland of America.  The states in which

it first took root had the richest farm, grazing, and mining land in the country.  In 1922, for example,

the per capita wealth in Nevada was twice that in New Jersey.  The richest states, on a per capita

basis, were (in order) Nevada, Wyoming, South Dakota, Iowa, Oregon, California, and Nebraska.

 In terms of per-farm values, Iowa, South Dakota, Nebraska, Nevada, and California (in order) had

the highest.  For the time being the movement lagged in the more industrial states of the Midwest and

Middle Atlantic.  High school rates were especially low in certain cities of New York, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Michigan, and Wisconsin in which older industries still flourished and

in which youthful labor was hired.  And most of the South would be left out for decades.

The same Aeducational belt@ formed with respect to the graduation rates (see Figure 5 for

1916) and stayed in place until the onset of the Great Depression.  If anything, the lead of the western

and central sections of the country increased in the 1920s (see Figures 6 and 7 for 1928).  In terms

of graduation rates, the leading states (the darker ones) in 1928 were Washington, Oregon, Nevada,

Colorado, Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa, and Massachusetts, the lone easterner.  Wealthier states, those

with relatively less employment in manufacturing, lower percentages foreign born, and more equal

distributions of wealth achieved higher graduation rates in the pre-Depression period (see Goldin and

Katz 1997a).

The obvious point is that higher income and wealth mattered for the advance of the high

school movement, but that distribution was crucial as well.  Greater equality of wealth and income,
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given some modicum of both, hastened the spread of secondary schools.14  And the greater the

opportunities for immediate youthful employment in manufacturing, the lower was high school

enrollment, even holding the proportion foreign born in the population constant.

Both income and substitution effects were operating.  The income effect (e.g., higher

agricultural income, greater income from manufacturing) led to more youths in school.  The

substitution effect (e.g., greater youth opportunity possibly with higher manufacturing wages) led to

fewer youths in high school.

I am also invoking a third effect: what I will term the Ahomogeneity@ effect, which, given the

level of wealth, increased schooling.  Its importance derives from the public nature of education.  In

jurisdictions with a wide distribution of income or wealth, the lower tail of the distribution may not

want to vote tax dollars for secondary schools and the upper tail may want to send their children to

private schools, unless the public school is of very high quality.  Thus a wide distribution of income

or wealth can stifle the spread of secondary schools.15  Homogeneity can also refer to the ethnic and

religious composition of the jurisdiction.  Diverse ethnic and religious groups may be unable to agree

on the type or level of schooling.  Finally, homogeneity can also mean the stability of communities

in which the older generations look upon the younger as members of their extended families.  Thus

                                           
     14 Goldin and Katz (1997a) proxy the distribution of wealth in the 1920s through variables such as the number
of automobile registrations per capita and per-farm values.  Automobile registrations per capita, for the 1920s
at least, is essentially a count of the fraction of people whose income was above some level, thus who were
wealthy enough to own a car.  Such individuals were also wealthy enough to have supported the building of a high
school.

     15 See, for example, Fernandez and Rogerson (1995) and Epple and Romano (1996) who build on Stiglitz
(1974) and model the role of the income distribution  in educational equilibria.  Both present models in which
there is an Aends against the middle@ equilibrium.  In both papers a larger middle-income group and a higher level
of wealth relative to schooling costs will, in some range, advance publicly-funded education.  Because Fernandez
and Rogerson (1995) allow public education to be Atopped off@ by private schooling, they get around the problem
raised by Peltzman (1973) that public provision can Acrowd out@ private schooling and reduce the total quantity
of schooling consumed.
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places that have a sufficiently large group of older, established, and well-to-do citizens will have

greater support for public education.16  Jurisdictions that were more homogeneous, had lower income

inequality, and had greater community stability had the highest levels of high school enrollment and

graduation (Goldin and Katz 1997a; also see Goldin and Katz 1998 for an in-depth study of Iowa).

What happened with the onset of the Great Depression is telling with regard to the forces that

had impeded high school attendance.  As is evident in Figures 1 and 2, enrollment and graduation

rates increased sharply in the Middle Atlantic states with the onset of the Depression.  The increase

is also apparent in the New England and East North Central regions, but is not as marked.  The

ranking of states in the enrollment or graduation rate hierarchy is not much altered by the sharp

increase, but the absolute difference between the northern laggard and leading states narrows

substantially.  Between 1928 and 1938 Delaware, New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania, all hard

hit by the unemployment of the Great Depression, experienced increases in their graduation rates that

were among the greatest on a percentage point basis.  Gains were on the order of 30 percentage

points.  The increases during the 1930s do not represent mere catch-up because the South

experienced only slight increases and actually fell further behind.  Rather, the increased secondary

school enrollments and graduation in the Middle Atlantic region reflect the fact that certain

manufacturing jobs had been strong enticements for youths to drop out of high school.  The sudden

lack of manufacturing jobs, possibly reinforced by the N.I.R.A. codes which made the hire of youths

in manufacturing illegal, was an equal inducement to remain in school.  The Great Depression may

have had one positive effect: it enticed youth to stay in school.17

                                           
     16 See Poterba (1997) for a contrasting finding using more recent data.  Poterba finds that more rapid growth
in the percentage elderly is associated with a smaller increase in spending on education per child.

     17 Changes in compulsory education laws do not seem to have been the cause either.  New York State already
had legislation (termed Acontinuation-school legislation@) that required youths below some age (generally 16-years
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The great transformation in American education was so rapid in most states and regions that

by the end of the 1930s high school graduation and enrollment rates were equal to those of the late

1950s.  The South, with some exceptions, remained the outlier, although its eventual gains from the

1940s to 1950s would enable it to catch up.  Interestingly enough, although the South was a laggard,

its secondary school enrollment rate was ahead of that in most European countries from 1910 to

1940.  Of most importance to the central question of this paper, that regarding the return to

education, is that the supply of educated workers rapidly expanded from 1910 onwards.

3. The Return to Education and the Great Transformation

What enticed American teenagers to remain in school in the 1910 to 1940 period and what

was the impact of their increased schooling on the economy?  Sweeping transformations of the period

figure prominently in explanations for the high school movement (see, e.g., Trow 1961).  The rise of

big business, for example, a late-nineteenth century phenomenon, increased the demand for managers

and ordinary clerical workers, and the increase of large-scale retail trade, as reflected in the

appearance of the department store and the mail-order house, for example, increased the demand for

an educated sales force.

But until recently there were inadequate data on the wages of workers whose positions

required education beyond the elementary grades or common-school ages for the fifty years before

1940.  In a recent paper, Lawrence Katz and I produced the first long-term series on the wages of

ordinary white-collar workers (mainly clerks, typists, secretaries, and bookkeepers) for the 1890 to

                                                                                                                                            
old) to continue in school for some number of hours a week if they dropped-out and were working.  New Jersey
passed a law in 1931 that increased the education required for a labor permit to eighth grade for those under 15-
years old.  But such laws generally did not increase the graduation rate by much.  Neither Delaware nor
Pennsylvania passed laws with significant changes just preceding or during the Great Depression.
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1940 period that separates male and female workers, as well as managers from ordinary white-collar

workers.  We were also able to produce similar data for individual occupations, such as typists,

stenographers, bookkeepers, and clerks.  These data are used to compute the ratio of the wage of

ordinary white-collar workers to that of production workers in manufacturing.  And it is the level of

this ratio and its change over time that will provide part of the evidence regarding why the high

school movement began and the impact it had.18

The first issue to address is why the premium to wages for particular occupations should

represent the earnings differential arising from secondary schooling.  Ordinary white-collar jobs

customarily had an entry requirement of several years of high school or a high school diploma,

whereas most ordinary production work had no such entry requirement in the 1900 to 1920s era.  In

the early 1900s many large firms began to follow the hiring directives of personnel consultants. 

Personnel manuals reveal the advice offered as well as the stated practices of firms (see, e.g., Nichols

1927).  The U.S. government was a large employer of ordinary white-collar labor and information

exists about its entry requirements (U.S. Congress 1929).  The advice given to teenagers and the jobs

of high school graduates immediately took after graduation, as well as the occupations pursued by

those with only eighth grade, can also be ascertained (see, e.g., Edgerton and Cunliffe 1924).  The

high school graduate in the 1920s and for sometime after, particularly if female, was

disproportionately bound for ordinary white-collar work, unless destined for college.  The eighth or

ninth grade graduate, on the other hand, was bound for a life as a blue-collar worker, unless self-

employment was an option.19

                                           
     18 See Douglas (1930) for a similar white-collar wage series.  The drawback of the Douglas series is that his
data combine men and women, as well as clerical and managerial positions.

     19 Surveys of high school graduates in the 1910s reveal that the vast majority planned to become a white-collar
workers.  See, for example, Burdge (1921).  A small group of high school graduates planned to enter blue-collar
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The following should be kept in mind in interpreting changes in the ratio of the two series,

that for white-collar and production workers.  An important aspect of all wage series for the 1910

to 1920 era is that World War I greatly increased the wages of the unskilled relative to the skilled

workers.  ALaborers@ in manufacturing, for example, earned only 0.50 what more-skilled workers did

in 1914.  But by 1919 the ratio had risen to 0.58.  The ratio then fell back to 0.51 by 1926, returning

almost precisely to its level before World War I.20  But the ratio of wages for ordinary white-collar

workers relative to those for production workers did not return to such normalcy.  Something, it will

be shown, was altered in the labor market for ordinary white-collar workers that extended beyond

the short-run changes of the immediate World War I period.  Thus, World War I jolted the labor

market by increasing the demand for less-skilled workers.  But even though the skill premium within

production workers returned to its Anormal@ pre-war level by the mid-1920s, that for educated

employees in comparison with all production workers did not.  The reason it did not reflects a change

of a more long-term nature regarding labor supply.

Table 1 gives the various wage series for white-collar office workers divided by the

corresponding wage for production workers, both by sex for various segments in the 1890 to 1939

period.  The underlying data for all the series are in Goldin and Katz (1995, tables 1-4).  The white-

collar series was produced using ten different sources, including censuses of manufactures and state

surveys, each based on large samples of workers.21  Because individual occupations were listed in

                                                                                                                                            
occupations, particularly skilled jobs in the metal trades.  I should note that clerical employment was often open
to many who had several years of high school but no diploma and most sales jobs were as well.

     20 See, e.g., Williamson and Lindert (1980).  Goldin and Margo (1992, table VII) contains the Williamson and
Lindert series and another due to Harry Ober and Herman Miller.

     21 The data sets include the U.S. census of manufactures for 1900, 1909, 1914, 1919, a U.S. Commissioner
of Labor report, the reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission, various state surveys, and a Women's
Bureau survey.  One comparison that cannot easily be made, however, is that concerning geographic variation.
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three of the sources, I can also examine wage changes holding the white-collar occupation constant.

The ratio of ordinary white-collar to production-worker wages, as can be seen in Table 1,

started high in 1890/95, when it was 1.7 for men and 1.9 for women.  Including managerial workers

in the white-collar group increases the ratio to 2.4 for men.  The ratio remained at about this level to

the immediate pre-World War I period.  With the sharp and general decrease in the skill differential

due to the war, the ratio plummeted to 1.2 for males (to 1.8 including managers) and to 1.5 for

females.  But rather than recovering by the mid- to late-1920s, as the differential did with respect to

skilled (craft) versus unskilled (operative and laborer) production workers, it remained at about its

new level or fell further (for males to 1.1 for the ordinary white-collar workers and 1.6 for the more

inclusive one).  The ratio then stayed at the new level to 1939.22

It is tempting to use the ratios to produce an estimate of the rate of return to a year of high

school.  But an important assumption of the procedure is violated by the fact that some without high

school worked in a higher-risk sector (e.g., self-employment) and earned, on average, more than in

manufacturing jobs.23  Thus the estimated rate of return levels will be overstated, although the

                                                                                                                                            
 The data do not enable a consistent set of wage measures for the South versus the North or for the West versus
the East.  The bulk of the data are for large cities.

     22 For both white-collar and production workers, the wages are for full-time employment and do not correct
for changes in hours that may have differentially affected production and non-production workers.  A correction
would probably serve to diminish the reduction in the ratio but not by much.  For example, production-worker
hours declined from about 52 to 47 from 1909 to 1926.  If the hours of ordinary white-collar workers remained
the same and if the 1926 production-worker hours are constrained to be the same as in 1909, the decline would
be from 1.673 to 1.230 (rather than to 1.112).  Although there is strong evidence regarding the hours of
production workers, there is none for non-production workers.

     23 Consider obtaining the rate of return (r) to a year of high school using r = loge(R)/4, where R is the white-
collar wage divided by the blue-collar wage.  The procedure would be correct if (i) the two employee groups
represent individuals whose educations differ by four years, (ii) there are no ability differences between the two
groups, (iii) there is no tuition or other direct costs of education, (iv) the worker=s earning life is independent of
years of schooling or the post-school working life is very long, and (v) all individuals with the lower level of
education are in the lower-wage group and all individuals with the higher levels of education are in the higher-
wage group (see Mincer 1974).  The problem with applying the procedure is that assumption (v) is violated. 
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direction of change will not.  There are, as well, other factors to consider when interpreting changes

in the ratios as changes in the rate of return to education.  Because enrollment rates increased

substantially between 1910 and 1940, the difference in education between ordinary white-collar and

production workers must have been reduced.  The junior high school, for example, was invented in

1909 as a means of retaining youths, not destined to graduate from high school, to ninth grade.24  The

educational difference probably narrowed from 4 years, in the pre-1920 period, to 3 years, in the

post-1920 period.  The difference in education between the two groups must have been somewhat

more than 3 years in the mid-1920s because it was 3 years by 1940.25  Thus the education premium

would have fallen, to some extent, simply because the difference in years of education between the

two groups was reduced.

The education premia implied by Table 1 does not fully take into consideration another reason

to have attended and graduated from high school.  In 1910 nearly 50 percent of all high school

graduates (male and female, public and private) intended to continue with some type of higher

education and a probably a large percentage did so.26  The figure was 46 percent in 1923 and 25

                                                                                                                                            
Proprietors, for example, can be drawn from the lower education group, and luck, fortune, or raw ability will
enable them to earn far more than had they pursued the lower-risk blue-collar occupation.

     24 The first public junior high schools were in Columbus, OH and Berkeley, CA, both in 1909.  The junior high
school quickly spread throughout American cities.  In 1923 47 percent of U.S. cities with populations greater than
20,000 located in the non-southern states had at least one public junior high school.  Within these cities,
moreover, public junior high schools were 60 percent of all schools offering instruction at the secondary grades
(U.S. Department of the Interior 1927).

     25 The 1940 federal population census Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) reveals that the group of male,
18 to 34-year old Aclerks and kindred workers@ (excluding store clerks) had a median education of 12 years and
a mean of 11.72 (n = 13,188).  The group of bookkeepers, typists, secretaries, and stenographers had a median
of 12 and a mean of 12.75 (n = 2,634).  A similar group of production workers had a median of 9 and a mean of
9.27 (n = 37,692), excluding craft workers.  Including the craft workers increases the mean to 9.33 (n = 48,132).

     26 We do not know the exact percentage because the enrollment figures for institutions of higher education
include both graduates with undergraduates.  The reason is because professional schools in 1910 did not often
require an  undergraduate degree.  Various calculations I have made trying to correct for the possible double-
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percent in 1933 (Goldin 1998, table 2).  The full return to high school should also include the

expected value of the option of attending college and other forms of higher education (e.g., library,

nursing, normal schools).  Though some individuals in the managerial group, and even some

secretaries in the clerical group, did continue to college, the omission of most professional

occupations will bias downward the implied return to high school using the Table 1 data.

It might be argued that the decrease in the skill premium after 1920 was due to a change in

the mix of occupations in the ordinary white-collar category.  To assess this, Katz and I have looked,

as well, at the wage of specific white-collar occupations, by sex, compared with that for production

workers.  We find similar decreases in the premium within detailed occupations as we found in

aggregating across them.  The occupations we are able to look at in the 1895 to 1939 period include

some that did not experience major technological change (e.g., typists) and one that may have,

bookkeepers.  The premium to female clerical workers fell along with that of male clerical workers,

and the premium to specific occupations fell as well.  The ratio, for example, of the wage for female

typists and stenographers to that for female production workers was 2.1 in 1895 but was 1.64 in 1926

and 1.65 in 1939.  That for male typists and stenographers was 1.64 in 1895 but 1.32 in 1926 and 1.1

in 1939.  Neither changes in the mix of occupations nor in the sex of the workers affected the

premium to white-collar workers.

The decrease in the premium to white-collar workers in the immediate post-World War I

period appears to have been caused by the large increase in high-school educated workers.  The

supply of educated workers (proxied by high school graduates) shifted out by 16 percent in the 1890

to 1910 period according to our estimates, and then by 40 percent from 1910 to 1920, at the outset

                                                                                                                                            
counting of those getting their second degree give estimates in the 40 to 50 percent range for around 1910.
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of the high school movement (Goldin and Katz 1995, figure 2).  The sharp increase in the supply of

educated workers coincided with the decline in the premium to ordinary white-collar workers of

about 30 percent, using the Table 1, col. (3) figures.  Thus it appears that the large reduction in the

premium to educated workers may have been brought about by the sudden increase in their supply,

although other factors could have been reinforcing.

One may wonder how much of the decrease in the premium was due to the closing of

immigration in the early 1920s, another major change coinciding with those just mentioned.  Katz and

I find that the immigration quotas can account for only a small fraction of the decline in the premium.

 The reason is that although immigrants increased the supply of unskilled workers in the pre-quota

period, the existing stock of potential production workers was extremely large.  Thus the curtailment

of immigration had a small effect on the education premium.  The high school movement, on the other

hand, greatly increased the numbers of more-skilled workers because the stock began at a low level.

 Thus the effect on the skill premium of the increased supply of educated labor was much larger than

was the decreased supply of lower-skilled labor through immigration restriction.  Had we used,

instead, the wage of lower-skilled workers as the denominator, rather than that of manufacturing

production workers, immigration restriction would have accounted for a somewhat larger fraction

of the premium reduction.  We use as our comparison group all production workers because the

average elementary or junior-high school graduate was likely to have found long-term employment

in manufacturing.  Thus, the average wage for a cross section of workers is the most relevant, not

just for those at the very lowest rungs of the ladder.

Another potential factor affecting the premium to educated labor was technological change

in the office.  A virtual explosion of office machinery and new office techniques occurred from 1910

to 1930.  The typewriter, comptometer (calculator), dictating machine, mimeograph, addressograph,
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and, that precursor of the computer, the card-punch machine became standard office equipment in

the first several decades of this century.  New techniques, such as filing systems, carbon copies, and

a finer division of labor were equally important in transforming the office (Beniger 1986, Cortada

1993, Yates 1989).  The question is whether these new machines and techniques led to a

downgrading in the quality of office personnel and, therefore, to a reduction in the apparent premium

to education.  The issue is whether office workers had to be more able in the pre-machine period and

became less able as machinery spread.

The answer, I believe, is that the large decrease in the premium cannot be due entirely to a

change in the quality of the white-collar work force.  The data assembled on the wages for individual

occupations show that the occupations that should have been least affected by technological change

experienced the same relative reduction in earnings as were those that may have been.  Typists, for

example, used machinery in 1925 that was not unlike that used in 1895.  Bookkeepers, however, may

have used equipment in 1925 that conserved on certain abilities, such as adding long columns in one=s

head.  These Ahuman calculators,@ as they were called, could have received large premia before the

advent of the calculator but had skills that were replaced by adding machines after their invention.

 Yet the premium to ordinary white-collar workers fell about equally across the various occupations.

 I should also note here that many elementary schools in the early 1900s taught the fine art of adding

long columns in one=s head in response to the large premium to those who had these skills. 

Machinery was only one, and possibly a small, part of the declining premium to bookkeepers.  Most

importantly, the decrease in the premium to ordinary white-collar work occurred swiftly and rather

completely across the occupation distribution.

Even though deskilling-technological change was not the central factor behind the decrease

in the premium to ordinary white-collar workers, technological change, it appears, greatly expanded
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demand for them.  In 1900 less than 5 percent of all nonagricultural employees were clerical workers,

in 1910 8 percent were, and in 1920 11 percent were.  Much of the expansion was due to the

increased supply of educated workers, and that is why the relative price of ordinary white-collar

workers plummeted.  But technological change enabled education to substitute for ability.  Firms, in

turn, expanded the range of tasks given the ordinary office worker and thus increased demand for

them.

Even though the series on ordinary white collar workers is highly suggestive of the  impact

of the high school movement and the reasons why there was a large incentive to get a high school

education in 1910, I have not yet presented direct evidence on the rate of return to a year of high

school.  The main reason is that the data demands are much greater than are those required to

produce skill ratios.  These demands, for the period before 1940, are met by the 1915 Iowa State

Census which asked all individuals living in Iowa their years of education by type of schooling

(common, grammar, high school, college) and annual labor income, among other variables.  I have

recently drawn a large sample from the extant manuscripts of the 1915 Iowa State Census.  The

return to a year of high school, calculated for male non-farm workers between 18 and 34-years old,

was around 12 percent (see Goldin and Katz 1998).27  The returns, therefore, were as high to a year

of high school in 1915 as they have been to a year of college recently.  It is no wonder, then, that the

                                           
     27 A standard log annual earnings equation was estimated which included a quartic in potential experience, an
interaction between foreign born and years in the United States, and dummy variables for native-born, non-white,
and whether years in the United States was missing.  Years of education was entered by type of schooling and
years of elementary school (common and grammar separately) were entered as a linear spline function to test
whether years above nine were valued differently from those below ten.  The years of college variable was
interacted with whether the person listed years of high school and a dummy variable was included for having
college but no high school.  The number of observations for males 18 to 34 years was 5,169.  The  return to a year
of high school for females 18 to 34 years old, estimated in the same fashion, was 12.5 percent.
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demand for public high schools was enormous even in rural America in 1915.28

In sum, the high school premium for young men was substantial before the early 1920s.  The

ratio of the earnings of ordinary white-collar workers to those of production workers was 1.7 in

1909/14, and including managers in the white-collar group increases the ratio to 2.4.  But by the mid-

to late-1920s the ratio was just 1.1 for the first group and 1.6 for the more inclusive group of white-

collar employees.  Note that even though the premium plummeted, the rate of return to high school

education for both young men and women remained substantial in 1940.  Further, the return to high

school was not just that which could be garnered with high school years or diploma.  There was also

the possibility that the youth would continue in college and receive an even greater reward.

If the return to educated labor in white-collar positions plummeted from the mid-1910s to the

1920s, blue-collar positions should have been tailored to fit the new educated, and now relatively

cheap, labor force.  Substantial evidence has recently been assembled to show that the newer, fast-

growing, high-technology industries of the day began to employ large numbers of young, male high

school graduates as blue-collar workers, probably as early as the 1920s (Goldin and Katz 1996,

1997b).  The 1940 census reveals that among young, male blue-collar workers, a disproportionate

share were high school graduates in industries such as electrical machinery, petroleum refining,

photographic and scientific equipment, aircraft, shipbuilding, certain chemicals, business and office

machinery, and various types of industrial machinery.  The same trends can be discerned in sectors

                                           
     28 The comparability of the Iowa 1915 estimates with those for the 1940 federal census has not yet been
assessed.  Both the income and the education measures differ between the Iowa and the federal censuses.  The
federal census excluded self-employment income, but the Iowa census included it.  The Iowa census requested
detailed information on education by level, whereas the federal census did not.  Although the federal census was
supposed to inquire of highest grade completed, many respondents apparently answered a question on Ayears of
education.@  Most importantly, the 1940 census contains a very thick lower tail of extremely low-income workers.
 More work is needed before the 1915 Iowa State Census and the 1940 federal census can be used to detect a
decrease in the return to a year of secondary school education comparable to the decrease in the wage ratios of
Table 1.
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such as communications, in which blue-collar radio and telephone workers were disproportionately

high school graduates, and in certain types of retail trades that dealt with new, valuable, or time-

sensitive products.

Some of the high-school educated workers in these industries were employed in crafts that

had always demanded more education and skill as did, for example, electricians and machinists.  But

many were Alaborers,@ Aoperatives,@ Adrivers,@ and Aattendants,@ occupations that did not require more

education in all industrial and sales settings.  Rather, they did so only in the new, high-technology

industries.

The point is that certain firms in manufacturing, transportation, communications, public

utilities, and trade saw gains to hiring more educated blue-collar employees in the 1920 to 1950

period.  The premium to these workers had fallen and the new high-technology firms of the era took

advantage of bargain-priced employees.  I am not claiming that these firms in new high-technology

industries were hiring a large fraction of manufacturing workers in the 1920s and 1930s, but they

were growing, relatively, over time.  The rate of return to years of schooling using the 1940 federal

population census PUMS is, not surprisingly, as high for the male blue-collar workers in the new,

high-tech industries as for ordinary white-collar (male) workers in general (Goldin and Katz 1997b).29

 But the return to years of schooling for blue-collar workers in the older industries (e.g., textiles,

lumber, clothing) was considerably lower.  Capital-skill (meaning education) or technology-skill

complementarity may, therefore, have been fueled by the rise of the American high school.30

                                           
     29 Goldin and Katz (1997b) look only at relatively young workers (18 to 34-years old) because of the biases
in the census, commented on earlier, regarding grades or years of school completed.

     30 If manufacturing began to employ high-school educated blue-collar workers, then the alternative occupation,
as in Table 1, representing that of the eighth-grade graduate (all production workers), would have too high a
wage.  The reason is that some of the production workers would be high school graduates.  The high-technology
and newer industrial employments, however, were a rather small fraction of all production workers for most of
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4. Why the High School Movement Began circa 1910

One may wonder why, if the premium to educated labor was so high around 1890/95, the high

school movement did not get moving until the 1910s.  The high school movement required a set of

preconditions.  Prior to the early 1900s, high school training often meant preparation for college.  For

high schools to become educators of the majority of youth and spread across the American landscape,

they had to be transformed into institutions that taught skills of relevance in the lives of ordinary

people.  Even if vocational, commercial, agricultural, and industrial courses were not offered, the high

school would have to forsake a portion of its curriculum used solely for college preparation, for

example Latin, rhetoric, ancient history.  And if secondary schools were no longer direct feeders into

colleges and universities, what constituted a high school would have to be standardized.  Not until

1902 did the Commission on Accredited Schools recommended a standard of fifteen units for

graduation from high school, where a unit meant four to five 45-minute periods, 35 weeks per

semester (Krug 1964, p. 153).

Each state found its own way to accredit the new high schools.  All of this took time.  Along

with the change in the function of high school came the building of schools and the creation of

districts that could educate large enough groups of youths for the modern high school to be efficient.

 Many states had school districts in 1900 that, while adequately sized for elementary or common

schools, were too small for secondary schools.  Consolidation of districts was one solution.  But

citizens in many states opposed legal consolidation that would also affect local control of teaching

at the elementary grades.  AUnionized@ districts, ones that did not lose their legal basis but were

                                                                                                                                            
the period considered.  Even if a Acommon laborer@  wage were used as the denominator in Table 1 or if the wage
of production workers in an industry unaffected by these technological changes were used, the results would be
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formed for the sole purpose of having a joint high school, were used in a large subgroup of states.

 There was also the issue that some districts in a state could provide high schools for their youth,

while others would be without high schools.  Many states eventually passed the Afree tuition@ laws

mentioned above.  These legal changes also took time.  Thus, even if there were no changes in the

underlying fundamentals, the high school movement would have been delayed until various

preconditions were met.

In some states, such as those in New England, the preconditions were set down in the 1890s

if not before.  In others, such as those in the Midwest and Plains states, the preconditions were

formulated from the late 1890s to the mid-1910s.  And in each state and region, when the

preconditions for the high school movement were established, the schools were built and youths

entered the schools.  Students came in droves as if the demand for public, and possibly local private,

high schools were latent.  It was always there, ready to be met.

Finally, there was the possibility that youths and their parents needed to be convinced that

high schools would offer them something of value.  There is evidence that such a campaign, often

termed by later historians a Acampaign of propaganda,@ was underway in the 1910s.31  The campaign

may have been successfully waged, but it appears that it was not deceptive and self-serving on the

part of school administrators, as some have claimed.  Rather, it appears that much of the evidence

offered on the high school earnings premium, though it may not always have been estimated correctly,

was similar to that found in Table 1 demonstrating the substantial returns to secondary-school

education.

One other aspect of the dating of the high school movement should be mentioned, although

                                                                                                                                            
about the same.
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the underlying data are less certain than are those in Table 1.  What evidence does exist on the ratio

of white-collar to production worker earnings indicates that it was somewhat lower in the pre-1890

period.  The evidence is based on the annual wages for civilian clerks who worked for the U.S. Army

at federal forts in the 1850s relative to wages for production workers in the same years.  The ratio

of their earnings was 2.13 in 1850 and 2.05 around 1860.32  These clerks, however, were not ordinary

white-collar workers as in Table 1.  Rather, they were business managers and bookkeepers.  The

comparison with the later data must be to the upper echelon of those included in Table 1.  I do not

know the mix of business managers and bookkeepers at these forts.  If they were all bookkeepers,

the comparison would be to 2.278 in 1895.  And if they were business managers, the comparison

would be to 4.35 in 1909.33  Thus the earnings ratio in the 1850s appears to have been smaller,

possibly much smaller, than for the early 1900s.

Thus the fundamentals may have changed sometime just prior to 1890.  The emergence of big

business in manufacturing, finance, retail sales, and other sectors with its large demands for white-

collar, thus educated workers, may have increased their relative wage.  The foundation for the high

school movement, therefore, may have been triggered by an increase in the demand for more educated

workers.

                                                                                                                                            
     31 See Ellis (1917) for a description of the information used in the campaign.

     32 Clerks at the northeastern forts of Baltimore, Philadelphia, and New York City earned $2.35 daily in 1850
and $2.38 in 1860 (Robert Margo, personal correspondence).  Production workers in manufacturing earned
$1.101 daily in 1850 and 1.162 in 1860 (Sokoloff and Villaflor 1992, table 1.1: total for the Middle Atlantic and
New England).  Thus the ratio in 1850 was 2.134 and in 1860 was 2.048.

     33 In 1909 male supervisors and managers were 25 percent of the total clerical plus managerial (male) staff
in manufacturing.  Average earnings for both groups combined was $1491 and was $1058 for the ordinary clerks
(males).  Thus, the males supervisors and managers must have earned $2790.  Production workers (male), in
1909, earned $641.  Thus the ratio was 4.353.
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5. Egalitarianism and the Returns to Education

The high school movement in the United States was like none other in the world at the time

and for long after.  The movement led to an enormous entry of young people into various occupations

in America that had previously been, in the words of Paul Douglas (1930), the realm of Anon-

competing groups.@  High schools spread first in areas of the nation that were relatively rich and were,

moreover, relatively homogeneous in their affluence.  Egalitarianism, therefore, begot equality.  Areas

with greater equality of wealth and income created institutions to stave off potential inequality.  The

South and the industrial areas of the North and Midwest had lower rates of high school enrollment

and graduation than did the Plains states and the Far West.  Part of the difference was due to the

lower demand for schooling among youths having higher opportunity costs in industry and

agriculture.  But much was due to a general commitment to high-quality public education in areas of

the country having the greatest equality of wealth and income and some of the highest levels, per

capita.

With the extraordinary expansion of secondary schooling came a reduction in the premium

to more-educated labor.  The estimates presented above suggest that the high school earnings

premium fell by 37 log points from the 1890s to 1939, yet for most groups remained substantial on

the eve of World War II.34  As the premium fell, the demand for educated labor rose in sectors, such

as manufacturing, that had once devised means for doing without skilled labor.  And the first

Ainformation revolution@ in the office also served to shift out the demand for educated labor.  Even

though the supply of high school educated youths continued to soar, the education premium did not

                                           
     34 The ratio for clerks and supervisors relative to production workers was 2.392 in 1890/95 and was 1.656
in 1939, thus loge(2.392/1.656) = 0.37.  I chose the col. (3) data in Table 1 because they more fully reflect the
full returns education since they include white-collar occupations into which the ordinary white-collar workers
were often advanced.
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again fall until the 1940s (Goldin and Margo 1992).

A similar story can be told for many European countries, although it would occur some thirty

years later.  British secondary schooling, for example, did not take off until after World War II when,

with the passage of the Education Act of 1944, secondary schooling became fully funded at public

expense.  The premium to clerical and other white-collar employment in Britain plummeted in the

1950s (Phelps Brown 1977), similar to its swift effects in the United States during the 1910 to 1930

period, as demonstrated in Table 1.  The fact that wage differentials between ordinary white-collar

and production workers remained substantial in other countries until their high school movements got

underway reinforces the notion that the increase in the supply of educated workers, and not various

technological changes or a downgrading in skills, led to the reduction in the premium.  The returns

to secondary education were substantial prior to the increase in high schools throughout the

developed world.

Why Britain and most other European countries were so late in their high school movements

may be rooted in their greater historic levels of inequality and the elitist features of their educational

systems, such as limited university training and rigid tracking at the elementary-school level.  The

differences across countries in the diffusion of publicly-funded secondary-school education are, most

likely, due to the same factors that can be observed within the United States during the 1910 to 1940

period C  lower wealth and income, and a greater inequality of its distribution.  Inequality may have

been endogenous and self-perpetuating for some time, and the same may have been true of

egalitarianism.
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Table 1
Education-Skill Premium, 1890 to 1939: Clerical and Supervisory Workers

(1) (2) (3)

(Clerk Wage/Production Worker Wage) (Clerk & Supervisor Wage/
Production Worker Wage)

Years Males Females Males

1890/95 1.691 1.891 2.392

1909/1914 1.673 2.014 2.349

1919 1.202 1.525 1.821

1923-29 1.112 1.477 1.622

1939 1.150 1.557 1.656

Notes and Sources:
Clerk (clerk and supervisor) wages: Goldin and Katz (1995, table 2).
Production worker wages: Goldin and Katz (1995, table 3).
Wages are averaged over the years given and ratios are then computed.
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Figure 1: Public and Private High School Enrollment Rates for Four Northern and Western Regions:
1910 to 1962

Sources and Notes: Goldin (1998, 1994).  High school is defined as grades 9 through 12.  The data
are aggregated from the state level into the standard census divisions.  Rates are computed by
dividing the enrollment numbers for public schools, private schools, and preparatory departments by
the number of 14 to 17-years old in the census division.   The numbers of youths are interpolated
between the census years.
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Figure 2: Public and Private High School Graduation Rates for Four Northern and Western Regions:
1910 to 1962

Sources and Notes: Goldin (1998, 1994).  High school is defined as grades 9 through 12.  The data
are aggregated from the state level into the standard census divisions.  Rates are computed by
dividing the graduation numbers for public schools, private schools, and preparatory departments by
the number of 17-years old in the census division.   The numbers of youths are interpolated between
the census years.
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Figure 3: Public and Private High School Graduation Rates for Two Southern and One Northern
Region: 1910 to 1962

Sources and Notes: Goldin (1998, 1994).  High school is defined as grades 9 through 12.    The data
are aggregated from the state level into the standard census divisions.  Rates are computed by
dividing the graduation numbers for public schools, private schools, and preparatory departments by
the number of youths 17-years old in the census division.  The numbers of youths are interpolated
between the census years.
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Figure 4: High School Enrollment Rates among States, 1916

[MAP]

Sources and Notes: Goldin (1998, 1994).  High school is defined as grades 9 through 12.  The rates
are computed by dividing the enrollment numbers for public schools, private schools, and preparatory
departments by the number of youths 14 to 17-years old in the state.  The numbers of youths are
interpolated between the census years.  The shading of states was chosen as follows: one-third of the
states are shaded and are arrayed by an equal enrollment rate difference among three groups (about
7 percentage points).
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Figure 5: High School Graduation Rates among States, 1916

[MAP]

Sources and Notes: Goldin (1998, 1994).  High school is defined as grades 9 through 12.  The rates
are computed by dividing the graduation numbers for public schools, private schools, and preparatory
departments by the number of 17-year olds in the state.  The numbers of youths are interpolated
between the census years.  The shading of states was chosen as follows: one-third of the states are
shaded and are arrayed by an equal graduation rate difference among three groups (about 4
percentage points).
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Figure 6: High School Enrollment Rates among States, 1928

[MAP]

Sources and Notes: Goldin (1998, 1994).  High school is defined as grades 9 through 12.  The rates
are computed by dividing the enrollment numbers for public schools, private schools, and preparatory
departments by the number of youths 14 to 17-years old in the state.  The numbers of youths are
interpolated between the census years.  The shading of states was chosen as follows: one-third of the
states are shaded and are arrayed by an equal enrollment rate difference among three groups (about
8 percentage points).
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Figure 7: High School Graduation Rates among States, 1928

[MAP]

Sources and Notes: Goldin (1998, 1994).  High school is defined as grades 9 through 12.  The rates
are computed by dividing the graduation numbers for public schools, private schools, and preparatory
departments by the number of 17-year olds in the state.  The numbers of youths are interpolated
between the census years.  The shading of states was chosen as follows: one-third of the states are
shaded and are arrayed by an equal graduation rate difference among three groups (about 6
percentage points).


